Cyber warnings going ignored as 1 in 4 companies are still investigating alerts manually
In an era of increasing cyber threats, business and IT professionals are sounding the alarm: the reliance on manual alert investigation and the lack of skilled cybersecurity workers is putting businesses at risk.
New research commissioned by BAE Systems shows the skills gap continues to challenge organizations both large and small as highly skilled employees prove difficult to find and retain.
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Satisfaction with current security tools:

73%

report difficulty capturing best
practices from experienced staff
for less experienced staff to follow.

Undeterred by the skills gap, in the next year,
plan to train up existing staff and
36% plan to increase the size of
the team.

43%

What IT pros are looking for in a security tool:

While overall 73% of respondents are satisfied or
very satisfied with the tool they’re currently using,
mid-sized companies (250-499 employees) are
much less happy: 17% are dissatisfied with their
security tools. Interestingly, 37% of mid-sized orgs
investigate alerts and logs manually, and 7% do
nothing proactive with the alerts they receive.

27%

Over a quarter (27%) of respondents’
organizations investigate logs and alerts
manually.

25%

Of organizations whose teams do nothing
proactive with logs & alerts, 25% are dissatisfied
with their current security monitoring.

Don’t Know

For over half of respondents (54%), two of their top
three objectives for a security monitoring tool
include “identifying existing vulnerabilities” and
“identifying high priority incidents on the network”.

The research interview 600 IT decision-makers in the UK and the US, from organizations with between 250 and 9,999 employees in a variety of commercial sectors.

Find out more.
www.BAEsystems.com/Cyber
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